
CSG-AAG 2021 Business Meeting Agenda April 9, 2021 

16 in Attendance via Zoom 

 

1. Approval of Minutes 
 

Minutes from the 2020 meeting approved. 

 

2. Announcements 

 
 a. Introductions (Retchless)  

 

 i. Introduce all current officers 

 

Past-Chair: Carolyn Fish 

Chair: David Retchless 

Vice-Chair: Xinyue Ye 

Secretary/Treasurer: Amy Rock 

Academic Director (2019-2021): Stephanie Deitrick  

Academic Director (2020-2022): Rui Li  

Non-Academic Director: Jacob Wasilkowski  

Student Director: Harrison Cole  

 

 ii. Brief overview of the group 

 

● 343 members 

● 80+ discussion posts on the AAG Knowledge Communities in past, down a little this 

year 

● Dues: $10 for regular members, and $2 for students 

● The CSG Twitter feed (@cartoaag) is the best place to get the most up-to-date news on 

the group as well as the AAG Knowledge Community  

 

 b. Summary of AAG Specialty Group Chairs Meeting (Retchless)  

New web platform and database coming for AAG: faster, more efficient/user friendly. 

Includes SSO for various AAG services. Rolling out gradually beginning in next few 

months. 

With rollout of new system, AAG members will be able to join as many specialty groups 

as they want (no longer limit of 6). 

New AAG statement of ethics forthcoming - no firm timeline, but perhaps end of the 

year. 

Enrichment funding for speakers changing — hope is to make it easier for specialty 

groups to fund speakers. 



New criteria for health of specialty groups (list of criteria forthcoming [>100 members, 

submitting annual report, running sessions, etc.], along with outreach and advisory 

services from AAG admin regarding how to improve health of SGs) and for approving 

new groups — guidelines coming in 2021, implemented 2022 (after everyone is familiar 

with new web platform/web database).  Additionally, some standards for creation of new 

specialty groups. 

● David submitted an annual report this year, and we are in good shape for the 

membership criteria, so we don’t anticipate issues with this. 

● Jack Swab (student rep to Council) helped draft this legislation - our group is in 

no danger.  This was designed to jump start some smaller groups that don’t have 

much activity. 

 

3. General Business  
 

 a. Creation of Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, issuance of Statement of 

Solidarity Against Racism (Retchless/Fish) 

Some pedagogical tools planned by this committee also, and will be on the website when 

they are available.  Activities are ongoing, and more ways to support students coming 

also. 

See details under Bylaws changes below. 

If you are interested in the work of this committee, please contact Xinyue Ye 

(xinyue.ye@tamu.edu).  Carolyn is also looking to transition leadership to others. 

 

 b. Changes to Bylaws from last year (Retchless/Fish) –  

Empowering the Awards Committee to make changes to awards with approval of the 

Board: 

 

2c. The Awards Committee shall be empowered to recommend changes to 

any awards and prizes established and/or handled by the CSG, including 

(but not limited to) changes to: award name; application deadlines; award 

frequency; amount awarded; number of awardees; eligibility; application 

process; and review criteria. Such recommendations will become effective 

upon approval by a majority of the Board of Direction of CSG. 

 

Discussion: This is intended to formalize the process, which has been very informal in 

the past. 

 

Approved. 

 

  Establishing the Diversity and Inclusion Committee: 

 

6. The Diversity and Inclusion Committee shall consist of a chairperson 

appointed annually by the chairperson of CSG and at least one additional 



member, to be appointed by the Diversity and Inclusion Committee’s 

chairperson. When appointing additional members, the Committee 

chairperson shall endeavor to promote increased participation in CSG 

governance by underrepresented groups. 

 

a. The Diversity and Inclusion Committee shall be responsible for annually 

reviewing (and updating as needed) a publicly-accessible webpage that 

provides materials and readings for GIScience and Cartography educators to 

incorporate anti-racist, intersectional, and decolonial concepts into their 

pedagogies. 

 

b. The Diversity and Inclusion Committee shall cooperate with the Program 

Committee to ensure that, at each annual meeting of the AAG, the CSG will 

host, sponsor, and/or organize sessions that bring attention to and work to 

dismantle systems of oppression. 

 

c. The Diversity and Inclusion Committee shall cooperate with the Awards 

Committee to develop and promote awards and grants that support: 1) 

attendance of the AAG annual meeting by students from underrepresented 

groups; and 2) cartographic scholarship that constructively engages with 

significant societal issues. 

 

Question from Jack about language in section 6a:  Does this refer to CSG diversity in 

general, or to this committee?  Answer: The language is intended to imply that we want 

increased diversity in general, without requiring service on this committee by 

traditionally underrepresented groups (cultural taxation). 

 

Question from Sasha about general language: This language is ambitious, and in a few 

places might set the committee up for failure. 

 

Proposed amendment by group:  

 

6. [...]When appointing additional members, the Committee chairperson shall 

endeavor to promote increased participation in CSG governance by diverse 

groups. 

 

c. The Diversity and Inclusion Committee shall cooperate with the Program 

Committee to seek to ensure that, at each annual meeting of the AAG, the 

CSG will host, sponsor, and/or organize sessions that bring attention to and 

work to dismantle systems of oppression. 

 

Approved as amended. 

 

 c. Awards 

 



 i. Cartographies of Change Paper Competition (Formerly Honors Student Paper 

Competition) – (Stephanie and Rui) 

Stephanie: We initially had 5 students submit, one revoked their submission almost 

immediately.  Out of the remaining 4, 3 were selected to move forward.  One withdrew 

shortly after, the other two were offered extensions, but were also challenged by this past 

year and were not able to complete.  They were all encouraged to apply again next year. 

Rui: Added that even with the extensions, the candidates were so overwhelmed that it did 

not seem possible to continue to extend. 

Aileen commented on the name change for the award, concerned that it might not draw 

the submissions.  Carolyn noted that this name was changed last year as part of an effort 

to increase submissions, as we had a couple of cycles with no submissions.  Also, the 

Student Guided Poster Competition seems to be drawing off the honors papers, so this 

provided an opportunity to fund something more DEI focused. 

Rob (a past Academic Director) noted that the paper competition has struggled for 

enough applicants for many years now, and that the early interest generated by the new 

name might be worth pursuing for a few cycles. 

Sasha noted that with the change in bylaws, the Award Committee now has the ability to 

do something like a student poll to find out what would attract them to submit their 

research.  This has potential to really help us identify why they are making the decisions 

they are, and whether there are better ways to advertise the competitions.  Aileen offered 

to connect us with outside organizations for advertising. 

   

 ii. Masters Thesis Grants (Jacob) -  

 

● June 2020 cycle: One application received. No awards made. 

● November 2020: One application received. No awards made. 

● March 2021: No applications received. 

● The June cycle has been removed in favor of only continuing with the other 2 

deadlines occurring on March 15 and November 1 of each year. 

● We added more detailed instructions to the application document in a new 

“Description of the research plan” section to help guide applicants on providing the 

review committee with more information, based on the pattern we were seeing in 

recent applications. 

 iii. Student Guided Poster Competition (Harrison) -  

No award made this cycle. Received one submission but not aligned with award.   

Harrison noted that the cartographic research was somewhat secondary to their other 

research. 

  iv. Travel Grants for Underrepresented Groups (Fish) 



Carolyn noted that we made two awards this past year, and that a congratulatory email 

will go out if the students consent to being represented as underrepresented.  This award 

is part of our new Diversity and Inclusion initiative. 

 v. Avenza Competition for Cartographic Design (Retchless) 

Canceled this year due to online-only format of the AAG.  Significant infrastructure 

seemed to be needed to deal with including the works of members and non-members. 

d. Treasurer’s report (Amy) -  

1. Report distributed indicated balance of account as of 28 Feb 2021 of $ $7,279.42.     

2. Total expenses from 1 Mar 2020 to 28 Feb 2021 were $1000, consisting solely of 

grants/awards. 

3. Total income from dues, from 1 Mar 2020 to 28 Feb 2021 was $1592, a decrease from 

prior years. 

d. Program for 2021: Sponsored Sessions (Retchless) 

17 sponsored sessions – will be posting list of each day’s sessions to knowledge 

community 

Efforts to bring in new voices to carto community (feminist mapping, others). 

Also old mainstays like Cognition and Visualization. 

4. New Business (Retchless) 

a. Future AAGs  

Interest in setting up CSG “tracks” for future conferences? Seek sponsors/funding for 

these? 

We didn’t do any this year because with 17 sessions, it was easy to avoid overlap, but in a 

regular in-person year, we will probably have more.   

The idea was floated to do some sponsored tracks.  This was generally well received.  

Aileen reinforced that this would be very popular - bring in a prime speaker using the 

enrichment funds.  Get more attention - not just cartographers making maps these days. 

b. Future of Awards and Competitions  

Improving quantity/quality of submissions?   

- Improving publicity and outreach - much of this discussion appears above. 

● Announcements for the Master’s grant are typically made through AAG 

communities forum posts and our CSG Twitter account. 



o In October 2020 Jacob worked with NACIS to help advertise CSG’s 

collection of student opportunities through their email newsletter and 

Twitter account just before their own annual meeting began. 

o On a related note, is there a shared desire to continue to strengthen our 

relationship with NACIS? What would this mean and what purposes 

would this serve? 

● Are there other places we can advertise our student opportunities? 

● How can we encourage more applications for our student opportunities that 

typically see low engagement? 

● Implementing a survey might give us valuable feedback. 

Dedicated position for managing Avenza competition?  David notes that this is a 

nontrivial task.  This might be a task for an ad hoc committee to help structure, rather 

than a single person. 

c. Updates to Website 

Time for a new design? New host (ads less than ideal)? Update officer duties? 

Repository for important CSG data (usernames/passwords, institutional knowledge) 

 - Have discussed this, but not yet implemented 

The AAG website revamp may also include some access options for SGs.  Aileen noted 

that the website should probably be retooled to attract students, rather than just a 

repository for us.  Could some students be commissioned to work on this, particularly if 

we have a little money to pay them?  Rob noted that UCGIS has a dedicated intern for 

this, who reports directly to the Executive Director, so we’d want to identify an officer 

for that, perhaps the Student Director, and the incentive could be registration and travel. 

Also, we should look at upgrading to an ad-free WordPress account.  Plans start at 

$48/year.   

Carolyn noted that while we were on the topic of institutional memory, we should find a 

way to store and protect things like the Wordpress login info. 

d. Board Elections  

Past-Chair: David Retchless 

Chair: Xinyue Ye 

Vice-Chair: Alexander Savelyev 

Secretary/Treasurer (2020-2022): Amy Rock 

Academic Director (2020-2022): Rui Li 

Academic Director (2021-2023): Stephanie Deitrick  

Non-Academic Director: Jacob Wasilkowski  

Student Director: Yuhao Kang  



e. Public comment & Announcements  

Aileen: Prepping for ICC, which will be hybrid (in-person + virtual), in mid-December in 

Florence, Italy.  They are looking for paper presentations (abstracts fine) - there are 3-4 outlets 

for publication.  Aileen has been sending out announcements, watch for those.  Also, 

participation in the Expo (map gallery).  Submission deadline is May 28, extended abstracts due 

in summer.  Children’s Map competition underway right now - please help get the word out.  All 

of this info is at https://cartogis.org/usnc-ica/.  We really want strong representation from the US.  

Travel grants available, which can be used for any costs related to participation in the 

conference. 

Sasha noted that one bright note this last year is that maps were always on the front page in the 

papers. 

Aileen complimented the group on their dedication and hard work to get things done.   

https://cartogis.org/usnc-ica/

